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Introduction

In the year 2023 the ARGENTINE REPUBLIC celebrates 40 years of uninterrupted democracy.
Aftermore than seven long and tragic years of Civil Military Dictatorship, on 30October 1983 our
country resumed the institutional foundations of a political system based on constitutional
principles, when Dr. Raúl Ricardo ALFONSÍNwas democratically elected President of the Nation,
who took of�ice on 10 December 1983.
The beginning of this new stage became a historical milestone that would be celebrated, from
then on, throughout the ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, as the "Day of the Restoration of Democracy" in
commemoration of the date of the recovery of the Rule of Law and the end of the last
Civic-Military Dictatorship, andwith it, of the systematic violation of human rights.
In this context,, the Argentine people also recovered social and political rights and the
democratic way of life, the representation of the popular will, freedom of expression,
participation and the elimination of censorship. With advances and setbacks, the 40 years of
democracy have undoubtedly contributed to a substantial improvement in the political, civil and
social rights of the people, as well as the enshrinement of new rights.
The return to democracy was achieved thanks to the role played by a large part of civil society,
which carried out an arduous and genuine struggle against the Civic-Military Dictatorship in
order to recover the democracy that had been lost somany times in the period 1930-1983.
The government of Argentina highlights the consolidation of democracy, the reaf�irmation of
the rule of law, respect for our institutions and the protection of democracy as central axes of its
policy (for more information, please visit: BOLETIN OFICIAL REPUBLICA ARGENTINA -
“1983/2023 - 40 AÑOSDEDEMOCRACIA” - Decreto 877/2022).
In this framework, celebrating the 40th anniversary of the recovery of democracy in Argentina,
we are meeting at the EUF in a space of interdisciplinary dialogue. For this we will have 5 short
presentations that address di�erent issues from di�erent disciplines. This academic exchange
is intended to provide an insight into di�erent aspects of the social, political and cultural life of
one of the oldest republics in South America and to o�er a space for discussion to highlight its
value. We warmly thank the hospitality of the Romance Languages Seminar of the European
University of Flensburg and the participating researchers for joining us on this special occasion.
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